
Find a comfortable position, with the Colli-Pee® device 
in one hand, hold it as shown, close to your body.

Proceed to start passing urine into the  
Colli-Pee®, remember any excess will flow  

out of the Colli-Pee® into the toilet,  
so you do not need to stop midstream.

Important:  
We need to collect the first 
part of your urine stream.  
The Colli-Pee® device will 
collect the correct volume 
of urine. Once the collector 
tube is full, excess urine will 
flow into the toilet through the 
other end of the Colli-Pee®.

Wash your  
hands using  
soap and water 
and dry them. 

Wash your hands  
using soap and water 
and dry them. 
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Push the 
collector tube 

onto the  
Colli-Pee®  

device.

Disconnect the 
collector tube 
from the Colli-

Pee® device.

Place the collector 
tube into the protective 
packing wallet.

Place the protective 
packing wallet into the  

specimen transport bag.

   Your sample collection pack contains

   Please follow steps 1-14
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Carefully unscrew 
the cap of the 
collector tube.

Apply the barcode 
label vertically to 
the collector tube 
as shown.

Screw back  
the cap of  
the collector  
tube firmly.

Dispose of the Colli-
Pee® device in a bin.

Collector  
tube

Barcode label

Colli-Pee® 
device

Urine sample collection: 
instructions for collection 
after interview 
Please read these instructions first,  
slowly and carefully, the whole way  
through before collecting your sample.

Complete Section 1 of the  
dispatch form with the date  
and time you took your sample  
and place the dispatch form into  
the post-paid envelope.

Protective packing wallet

Dispatch formPost-paid envelope
Specimen  
transport bag

   Please turn over for further instructions
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Seal the specimen transport 
bag and place it into the 
post-paid envelope. You can 
now seal the envelope.

Post the envelope back to  
us as soon as possible using 
any Royal Mail post box.


